Dear Colleagues,

The good news about Digital Literacy is that it’s already happening at AUP, and we saw many examples of it at the recent Faculty Retreat. But with everything else we have to do, are we all convinced that spending precious teaching time on DL is really worth it?

If in doubt, or simply for more information, see the link below, the latest offering from ASM’s Peacock Play, an argument for teaching/learning digital literacy. (Thanks to Hannah Westley for sharing!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=r_rRlZia-9w

Upcoming TLC events:

March. 26, 3:20-4:40pm in Q-609 (the Quai building) – Presentation of the project “Engaging Students in an Empirical Study at the Special Jurisdiction for Peace, Colombia” – Sharon Weill will discuss her recent trip to Colombia with faculty and students, and present her project to engage AUP students in this research.

Apr. 8, 12:15-1:15pm TLC lunch – Continuing the conversation about teaching students with learning disabilities, with Geoff Gilbert and Rebekah Rast

Apr. 15, 5:30pm TLC Mellon Workshop – “Appreciative Advising and Career Mentoring: Co-Creating Global Careers with AUP Students”, facilitated by Danielle Savage and Waddick Doyle
Apr. 29, 12:15-1:15 TLC lunch – theme TBA

Welcome back and have a good week!
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